Standard 12.1.5 Describe the systems of separated and shared powers, the role of organized interests (Federalist Paper #10), checks and balances (Federalist Paper
#51), the importance of an independent judiciary (Federalist Paper #78), enumerated powers, rule of law, federalism, and civilian control of the military.

Federalist Paper
#10

#51

#78

Factions

Separation of Powers

Independent Judiciary

Key Quotes

“…the causes of faction cannon
be removed, and that relief is
only to be sought in the means of
controlling its effects.”

“In order to lay a due foundation for that
separate and distinct exercise of the different
powers of government, which to a certain extent
is admitted on all hands to be essential to the
preservation of liberty, it is evident that each
department shall have a will of its own; and
consequently should be so constituted that the
members of each should have as little agency as
possible in the appointment of the members of
the others.”
“The accumulation of all powers, legislative,
executive, and judiciary, in the same
hands…may justly be pronounced the very
definition of tyranny.”

“Laws are a dead letter without courts to
expound and define their true meaning
and operation”

What are the quotes
arguing for?

System of republican
representation (representative
democracy) helps to limit the
excesses of factionalism

Separating the powers of government limits the
possibility of tyranny in government.

National (Federal) court system

Components
What was the main topic
of the paper

Term
Enumerated Powers

Definition and Constitutional Significance
Legislative:
Executive:

Rule of Law
Federalism
Civilian Control of the
Military

Standard 12.1.5

Place the Terms in the Appropriate Box
Terms: federal system, judicial review, religious groups, veto, MADD, declare acts or laws unconstitutional,
supremacy clause, delegated/enumerated/expressed powers, political parties, serves during good behavior,
lobbyists, proposes amendments to overrule judicial decisions, NRA, power is reactionary, concurrent powers,
unions, reserved powers, impeaches and removes President
Federalist #10
Main topic _______________

Federalist #51
Main topic ____________________

Federalist #78
Main topic __________________

